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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of recognizing speech corrupted by overlapping speakers in a multichannel setting. To
extract a target speaker from the mixture, we use a neural network based beamformer which uses masks estimated by a neural
network to compute statistically optimal spatial filters. Following our previous work, we inform the neural network about the
target speaker using information extracted from an adaptation utterance, enabling the network to track the target speaker. While
in the previous work, this method was used to separately extract
the speaker and then pass such preprocessed speech to a speech
recognition system, here we explore training both systems jointly
with a common speech recognition criterion. We show that integrating the two systems and training for the final objective improves the performance. In addition, the integration enables further sharing of information between the acoustic model and the
speaker extraction system, by making use of the predicted HMMstate posteriors to refine the masks used for beamforming.
Index Terms— Speaker extraction, joint training, speaker
adaptive neural network, beamforming, speech recognition
1. INTRODUCTION
Far-field speech recognition with the use of microphone arrays
has become a topic of high interest. Although the robustness of
speech recognizers advanced greatly, the presence of interfering
speakers is still significantly hurting the performance. Traditionally, this problem has been tackled by methods such as Independent Component Analysis [1] or statistical model based systems
[2, 3, 4, 5], which are used to preprocess the mixture before passing it onto the speech recognition system.
Recently, combining of neural networks with statistical
beamforming has shown to be efficient for extracting a target
speech corrupted by background noise [6, 7]. In such methods,
the neural network estimates time-frequency masks distinguishing between the target and the interfering signal, which can be
then used to compute the beamforming filters. This scheme has
been successfully applied for denoising [6, 7, 8], dereverberation
[9] or source separation [10, 11].
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In our previous work [12, 13], we applied the neural network based beamformer to extract a target speaker from a mixture. To encourage the neural network to estimate masks corresponding to the target speaker, we used a method inspired from
speaker adaptation [14] to inform the neural network about the
speaker. The speaker information was obtained from an adaptation utterance — a segment of speech containing only the target
speaker. For brevity, we will use the term SpeakerBeam to call
the speaker-informed neural network for speaker extraction and
multi-channel SpeakerBeam (MC-SpeakerBeam) its integration
with the beamformer. In our method, the neural network learns
both to extract useful speaker information from the adaptation
utterance and to use this information to track the target speaker
in the mixture. The usage of the additional speaker information
avoids the dependency of the processing on number of speakers
in the mixture and enables to follow the speaker through different
processing segments, which contrasts with other speech separation techniques [15, 16].
In [13] we confirmed the efficiency of MC-SpeakerBeam as
a front-end for speech recognition. There, the speaker extraction and the speech recognition system were used as two separate stages with different objectives. The lack of interconnection
between these two systems is, however, sub-optimal. First, the
objective function of the speaker extraction is rather arbitrary
and its increase may not necessarily improve the accuracy of
the speech recognition. Second, the front-end processing may
benefit from having a higher level information from the acoustic
model.
To overcome these shortcomings, we investigate integration
of the two systems by training them for a common ASR objective. Optimizing the front-end enhancement jointly with the
acoustic model has been explored for a denoising scenario in
[17, 18, 19]. Notably, in [20, 21], the neural network based
beamforming is combined with end-to-end training, keeping the
statistically optimum beamforming and feature extraction in the
processing chain and propagating the errors through these stages
back to the mask-estimation network. Here, we follow the same
pattern for the speaker extraction task and explore how the joint
training criteria influence the accuracy in this more challenging
scenario. A related study of the joint optimization of speech separation and recognition was done in [22, 23] in the framework of
permutation invariant training [24]. Permutation invariant training is, however, substantially different from MC-SpeakerBeam
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in terms of used objective criteria. Moreover, [22, 23] do not
consider the use of multichannel signals and statistically optimum beamforming as a part of the network.
The use of a tightly integrated front-end and back-end optimized with a common objective function opens possibilities
for sharing higher level information from the acoustic model to
the speaker extraction system in an optimal manner. As such
an example, we explore feeding-back HMM state posterior information into the mask-estimation network. The idea of using ASR-level information, such as state alignments or VAD, in
speech enhancement was previously explored in [8, 25]. In these
works, the information feedback was performed by alternating
the enhancement and recognition stages. Here, we incorporate
the feedback loop directly into the model and its optimization.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we summarize the speaker-aware neural network based
beamformer introduced in our previous work. In Section 3, we
overview the overall processing chain, the joint optimization criterion and introduce the posterior feedback. Section 4 then reports experimental results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. SPEAKER-AWARE NEURAL NETWORK BASED
BEAMFORMER (MC-SPEAKERBEAM)
In this section, we first describe the neural network based beamformer scheme proposed by [6] and then summarize the speakeraware architecture introduced in our previous work [12, 13].
2.1. Neural network based beamforming
We model the signal received at i-th microphone in the Short
time Fourier transform (STFT) domain as
Yi (t, f ) = Xi (t, f ) + Ni (t, f ),

(1)

where i = 1 . . . I is the microphone index, t = 1 . . . T is the time
frame index, f = 1 . . . F is the frequency-bin index, Yi (t, f ) is
the observed signal at the i-th microphone, Xi (t, f ) is the image
of the speech signal of the target speaker and Ni (t, f ) denotes all
the undesired signal — image of speech signals from interfering
speakers and possibly additional noise.
The estimated image of the target signal at the reference
microphone iref is obtained by the beamforming process as
eiref (t, f ) = hH (f )Y(t, f ), where hH (f ) is a vector of beamX
forming coefficients and Y(t, f ) = [Y1 (t, f ) . . . YI (t, f )]T . The
beamforming filters are computed using the Generalized Eigenvector beamformer (GEV) [26] from the spatial covariance
matrices (SCM) of the desired and undesired signal — ΦXX (f ),
ΦN N (f ), respectively. These matrices can be obtained as
Φrr (f ) =

T
X

Mr (t, f )Y(t, f )YH (t, f ),

(2)

t=1

where r ∈ {X, N } and Mr (t, f ) denotes a time-frequency mask
for the desired or undesired signal.
The time-frequency masks Mr (t, f ) are obtained from the
output of a mask-estimation DNN (Mask-DNN) which is processing magnitude spectra of the observed signal |Yi (t)|. The
Mask-DNN processes each channel separately and the final
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the speaker adaptive layer configuration.
masks used for beamforming are obtained as an average over
the channels. The objective function for training the network
is the cross-entropy between the estimated masks and the ideal
binary masks (IBM) which are computed from parallel clean and
corrupted data.
2.2. Speaker-aware neural network
To enable the extraction of a target speaker, we have proposed informing the Mask-DNN with target speaker information derived
from an adaptation utterance. In our previous work, we investigated different ways of incorporating the speaker information
in the processing and evaluated the speaker adaptive layer approach to be the most suitable for this task [12]. In this approach,
the speaker information in the form of an adaptation utterance is
used to modify the behavior of one of the layers in the network
so that the network can be adapted to extract speech only from
the target speaker. This is achieved by factorizing the layer into
several bases and combining the bases with weights computed
from the speaker information.
The architecture is depicted in Figure 1. Denoting the index
of the factorized layer as k, we can express the computation of
the neural network as

 σn (Ln (xn ; θn ))
for n 6= k,
(3)
xn+1 =
P
(s)
(m)
 σ ( M −1 α L (x ; θ )) for n = k,
n
m=0 m n n n
where xn is the input to the nth layer, Ln (x, θ) is the transformation computed by the nth layer parameterized by θ and σn is
an activation function. For fully connected layers θ = {W, b}
and L(x, θ) = Wx + b, where W is a weight matrix and b is a
bias vector. The output of the final layer of the network are the
masks Mr (t, f ).
(s)
The weights αm are computed by an auxiliary network
which operates on features from an adaptation utterance from
the target speaker. The auxiliary network includes an averaging
operator on top of the last layer to summarize the frame-level
activations into utterance-level weights that can represent the
overall speaker characteristics [27]
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α=

TA −1
1 X
z(A(s) (t)),
TA
t=0
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Fig. 2. The processing chain with the multichannel signal Y as input and the estimated HMM-state posteriors as the output.
The trainable blocks are shown in blue. The red dashed line shows the VAD feedback as described in Section 3.2.
where z(A(s) (t)) are activations of the last layer of the auxiliary network, A(s) (t) are features extracted from t-th frame of
an adaptation utterance of a speaker s and TA is the number
of frames in the adaptation utterance. The auxiliary network is
trained jointly with the main network. As the weights should
pass information about the target speaker to the main network,
the auxiliary network should learn to encapsulate speaker representation optimized directly for the target speaker extraction task
(s)
without requiring direct supervision for the weights αm .
3. JOINT OPTIMIZATION
While in previous work, we treated the speaker extraction and
the speech recognition as two separate stages, in this paper, we
optimize both jointly with the final speech recognition level criterion. In addition, we further integrate the two stages by sharing
information obtained from the acoustic model with the speaker
extraction system, creating a feedback. In this section, we precise
the overall processing chain and describe the posterior feedback.
3.1. Processing chain
The entire integrated system is depicted in Figure 2. It consists of
four blocks — Mask-DNN (including the speaker adaptive layer
and the auxiliary network), beamformer, feature extraction and
the acoustic model. To optimize the front-end Mask-DNN w.r.t
to the speech recognition level criterion, we need to propagate
the error through the entire processing chain as follows:
e ∂M
∂E
∂E ∂ x
efbank ∂ X
=
,
e ∂M ∂θ
∂θ
∂x
efbank ∂ X

(5)

where E is the cross-entropy between the estimated posteriors
of HMM states and the state-alignments, x
efbank are the features
e is the STFT of the estiextracted from the estimated signal, X
mated signal, M are the estimated masks and θ is the vector of
the parameters of the Mask-DNN neural network.
The gradients ∂E/∂ x
efbank and ∂M/∂θ can be computed by
backpropagation through standard neural network blocks. As the
filterbank extraction can be formulated as a matrix multiplicae can be also computed by backtion, the gradient ∂ x
efbank /∂ X
propagating through a neural network linear layer. For gradie
ent ∂ X/∂M
backpropagation through the GEV beamformer is
needed — this step was thoroughly covered in [28, 29].
3.2. Posterior feedback
By integration of the speaker extraction with the ASR and performing their joint optimization, the speaker extraction system
gets information from the acoustic model during the backpropagation step and can thus be fine-tuned to improve the speech

recognition criterion. Here, we explore another form of information flow from the acoustic model back to the front-end, by using
the predicted state posteriors to adjust the masks.
The option we explore is to interpret the output of the acoustic model as a simple voice activity detector (VAD) and weight
the masks predicted in the front-end by the posterior probabilities
of silence and non-silence states. The use of VAD information
provided by ASR to fine-tune masks used for beamforming was
successfully applied in [8], although there, the feedback loop was
not tightly integrated into the neural network. The update of the
masks happens as follows
X
(vad)
MX (t, f ) = MX (t, f )
pst (t)
(6)
st∈nonsil
(vad)
MN
(t, f )

= MN (t, f )

X

pst (t),

(7)

st∈sil

where st labels the HMM states, sil, nonsil are the sets of states
corresponding to silence and non-silence phonemes respectively
and pst (t) is the posterior probability of the state st for time
frame t predicted by the acoustic model. The update of the masks
forms a feedback loop which is incorporated in the chain during the training by doing two passes over the acoustic model
(first pass without the VAD information and second pass with
the modified masks M(vad) ). During the back-propagation, we
propagate the gradients from the second pass to the first pass.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Data
We evaluated the proposed methods using data created based on
recordings from Wall Street Journal dataset [30]. The lists of utterances for the training, development and evaluation sets were
taken from CHiME3 challenge [31]: 7138 utterances from 83
speakers in the training set, 410 utterances from 10 speakers in
the development set and 330 utterances from 10 speakers in the
evaluation set. For each utterance, we mixed an interference utterance from a different speaker within the same set with signalto-interference ratio of 0 dB on average.
To simulate the multichannel signals, we generated room impulse responses with the image method [32] to simulate a circular microphone array of 8 microphones, 20 cm diameter in rooms
with RT60=0.2 s. The speakers were located at 1 or 1.5 m meter
distance from the microphone array, in angles from range 0 to
180◦ . For each mixture, we randomly chose an adaptation utterance from the target speaker (different than the utterance in the
mixture) and used the image of this utterance at one of the microphones in the array. The length of the utterance is about 10 s
on average.
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4.2. Settings
4.2.1. Mask estimation NN settings
The Mask-DNN consisted of 4 layers, i.e. one BLSTM layer,
two fully connected layers with ReLU activation and one fully
connected layer with a sigmoid activation. The number of neurons in the four layers was 512-1024-1024-512, respectively. The
second layer was a speaker adaptive layer factorized into 30 sublayers. The auxiliary network predicting the weights α was composed of two fully connected layers with 50 neurons and a ReLU
activation and an output fully connected layer with a linear activation followed by the averaging operation.
4.2.2. Beamforming settings
For beamforming, we used GEV beamformer as described in
Section 2.1 and [26]. The noise spatial covariance matrix was
regularized by adding  = 1e−3 to the diagonal to stabilize its
inversion. The output signal was additionally processed by a
single-channel postfilter [6, 26] to reduce the speech distortions.
The beamforming was performed in the STFT domain computed
with a 25 ms window and a 10 ms shift. This setting was chosen
to be compatible with the ASR back-end.
4.2.3. ASR settings
The input features of the acoustic model consisted of 40 log Mel
filterbank coefficients with a context extension window of 11
frames. The features were mean normalized per utterance. We
used a simple DNN acoustic model, consisting of 5 fully connected hidden layers with 2048 nodes and ReLU activation functions for the ASR evaluation. The output layer had 2048 nodes
corresponding to the HMM states. For training, we used HMM
state alignments obtained from single channel noise-free training
data using a GMM-HMM system.
4.3. Results
Table 1 shows the results of the experiments with and without
the joint optimization of the Mask-DNN and acoustic model network (ASR-DNN). The Mask-DNN is initialized from a network
trained for optimizing the cross entropy w.r.t. the IBMs, while
the ASR-DNN from a network separately trained on clean singlespeaker data. The first part of the table shows the results of
recognizing clean single-speaker data, unprocessed mixtures and
beamformed mixtures using oracle IBMs. These results bound
the possible performance of our method.
The first row in the next part shows the WER of the separately trained system — both Mask-DNN and ASR-DNN are
only initialized as described above. In the next experiment, we
retrain the ASR-DNN with the enhanced training data to reduce
the mismatch between the front-end and back-end. This experiment still corresponds to the separate training (the Mask-DNN is
trained for mask-related criterion) and may serve as a baseline.
Retraining the joint network consisting of Mask-DNN and
ASR-DNN for a common speech recognition criterion (last row
of the second part of Table 1) leads to significant improvement
on both development and evaluation sets. This shows that the
IBMs used as a target of Mask-DNN in the separate training are
quite distant objectives from the final speech recognition and optimizing for a higher-level target is beneficial.

Table 1. Results of joint training in terms of WER[%]. MaskDNN refers to mask-estimation neural network in the speaker
extraction front-end. ASR-DNN is a neural network in the
acoustic model. Both networks initialized by separate training
can be then retrained with ASR criterion.

Single speaker
Mixture
IBM
MC-SpeakerBeam

MC-SpeakerBeam
+VAD feedback

Mask-DNN
retraining

ASR-DNN
retraining

dev

eval

7
7
3

7
7
7
7
3
3

5.00
75.85
10.95
28.29
26.26
17.54

3.92
75.44
8.37
23.59
21.76
17.73

3

3

15.12

15.30

To simplify the training process and refrain from the need
of computing ideal masks from parallel data, we also experimented with jointly training the networks from random initialization. The results obtained in this case were notably worse than
for joint training with mask and ASR DNNs initialized with pretrained networks (dev: 24.78, eval: 23.36). However, they are
comparable to the results obtained with separate training only
showing that the proposed network architecture can learn to extract the target speaker even when randomly initialized.
The last part of Table 1 shows the result of the experiment including feedback of VAD information predicted by the acoustic
model back to the front-end. The experiments are done with the
joint training of the Mask-DNN and ASR-DNN with both networks pretrained. We observe that scaling the masks by the voice
activity factors computed from the posteriors improves the performance notably. Note that incorporating the feedback loop into
the optimization is important, applying the VAD feedback only
during the test-time did not bring performance improvement in
our experiments.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored integrating multichannel speaker extraction system with speech recognition and training them for a
common criterion. This extends our previous work where we
proposed the speaker extraction method based on neural network
beamformer, additionally informed about the target speaker. We
showed that training of the speaker extraction front-end together
with the acoustic model improves the ASR performance. Additionally, we explored further sharing of information from the
acoustic model back into the speaker extraction front-end. In future work, we plan to evaluate the robustness of this scheme to
conditions with more realistic setting, such as meeting data.
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